STATEMENT BY ROBERT L. JOHNSON
OPPOSING CARRIED INTEREST TAX AS PROPOSED IN
FINANCIAL REFORM LEGISLATION
Carried Interest Tax Policy Will Hurt Minority Businesses, Entrepreneurs, and Jobs
BETHESDA, MD//MAY 24, 2010// Robert L. Johnson, founder and chairman of The RLJ Companies today
expressed his concerns about proposed legislation that, if enacted, will more than double the taxes and pose a
direct threat to the economic viability of minority private equity firms.
“In my opinion, this legislation would cause a rapid decline in minority private equity firms and possibly
eliminate minority participation in this important financial sector of the American economy.
Minority firms have difficult challenges in attracting fund investors and an even more difficult time attracting
top managerial talent. If this legislation is approved, it will become even more daunting for minority firms.
Historically, minority firms generate less investment capital than major firms, require more time to raise funds
compared to larger firms, and, as a consequence, if taxes are raised on minority companies the same as it exists
for large firms, talented minority men and women would likely choose to stay at their existing firms.
Furthermore, if minority firms can’t hire the best and the brightest, corporate and union pension funds that are
already skeptical of the effectiveness of minority private equity funds would likely decrease their investment in
these funds due to the lack of “experienced and talented fund managers. For the most part, minority firms invest
their funds in minority businesses and other businesses located in urban communities.
If minority funds are reduced or eliminated it will also impact investments in urban cities and job creation and
economic development in markets where it is most needed. To enact the proposed legislation would be
devastating to a minority private equity firms across the country, undermining current efforts to rebuild and
grow our economy putting the financial climate further at risk.”
About The RLJ Companies: The RLJ Companies, founded by Robert L. Johnson, is an innovative business
network that provides strategic investments in a diverse portfolio of companies. The RLJ Companies seeks to
target undiscovered or underserved markets then exercise solid management to achieve results. Within The RLJ
Companies portfolio, Johnson owns or holds interests in businesses operating in banking, private equity,
hospitality, automobile dealerships, entertainment, professional sports and video lottery terminal (VLT)
gaming. The RLJ Companies is headquartered in Bethesda, MD, with operations in Charlotte, NC; Orlando,
FL; Little Rock, AR; Los Angeles, CA; San Juan, PR; and Monrovia, Liberia.
Media Inquiries: Traci Otey Blunt, The RLJ Companies at 240.744.7858 or press@rljcompanies.com
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